Abstract. In this paper, we present a new type of Hermite weighted essentially nonoscillatory (HWENO) schemes for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations on the finite volume framework. The cell averages of the function and its first one (in one dimension) or two (in two dimensions) derivative values are together evolved via time approaching and used in the reconstructions. And the major advantages of the new HWENO schemes are their compactness in the spacial field, purely on the finite volume framework and only one set of small stencils is used for different type of the polynomial reconstructions. Extensive numerical tests are performed to illustrate the capability of the methodologies.
Introduction
In this paper, we investigate using the finite volume Hermite weighted essentially nonoscillatory (HWENO) reconstruction methodologies for directly solving the HamiltonJacobi (H-J) equations:
(x 1 ,··· ,x n ,t) ∈ Ω×[0,∞), φ(x 1 ,··· ,x n ,0) = φ 0 (x 1 ,··· ,x n ), (x 1 ,··· ,x n ) ∈ Ω, (1.1)
where ∇φ = (φ x 1 ,··· ,φ x n ) T . The Hamilton-Jacobi equations are often used in geometric optics, computer vision, material science, image processing and variational calculus [4, 13, 21] . Yet, the solutions to (1.1) are continuous but their derivatives are discontinuous. And such solutions may not be unique unless using the physical implications and then getting the viscosity solutions [1] . It is well known that the HJ equations are closely related to conservation laws, hence we can obtain the exact solutions of HJ equations from those of conservation laws, respectively, and successful numerical methods for conservation laws can be adapted for solving the HJ equations. Along this line we mention the early works, Osher and Sethian [14] proposed a second order essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) scheme and Osher and Shu [15] presented high order ENO schemes to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Then, a high order of Weighted ENO (WENO) scheme was proposed by Jiang and Peng [7] . Recently, Qiu [16, 17] and with Shu [20] also proposed Hermite WENO schemes for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations on structured meshes. In 1996, Lafon and Osher [10] constructed the ENO schemes for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations on unstructured meshes. Zhang and Shu [25] , Li and Chan [12] further developed high order WENO schemes for solving two dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equations by using the nodal based weighted essentially non-oscillatory algebraic polynomial reconstructions on triangular meshes. And some finite element methods for arbitrary triangular meshes were developed in [2, 3, 6, 11] . Unlike the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method of Hu and Shu [6] which applied DG framework on the conservation law system satisfied by the derivatives of the solution, Cheng and Shu presented DG methods to directly solve HJ equations (1.1) for φ in [5] and new flux was presented to keep stability of the method. In [24] , a new DG method to directly solve HJ equations (1.1) was presented, in which local DG method was applied to approximate derivatives of φ. This is a continuation paper for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations [7, 16, 17, 20, 25] , following the (H)WENO methodologies for the conservation laws [18, 19, 26, 27] . We evolve both the cell averages of the viscosity solution φ and its derivatives over the target cell. Both the cell average of the solution and the cell averages of its derivatives are used to reconstruct the point values of the solution φ and its derivatives at different GaussLobatto quadrature points on the target cell and its boundaries, respectively. Comparing with the original WENO schemes of Jiang and Peng [7] , Qiu [16] , Li and Chan [12] , one major advantage of HWENO schemes [17, 20] is its compactness in the reconstructions, since both the solution and its derivatives are evolved in time. Also, the new HWENO schemes are more compact than the original HWENO schemes, e.g., [17, 20] , easily in using the same one set of spacial stencils in the reconstructions and purely on the finite volume framework.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we review and construct the new finite volume HWENO schemes in 1D and 2D in detail for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations and present extensive numerical results in Section 3 to verify the accuracy and stability of these approaches. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
The construction of HWENO schemes for the Hamilton-Jacobi equations
In this section, we give the framework for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations briefly and then develop the procedures of the HWENO schemes for both one and two dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equations in detail.
The framework for one dimensional case
We take the control equations (1.1) in one dimension. For simplicity, we assume the computational field Ω has been divided as an uniform mesh with cells
We denote x i =(x i−1/2 +x i+1/2 )/2 to be the cell center and |I i | = h to be the length of I i , respectively. Let u(x,t) = φ x (x,t). Taking the x derivative of (1.1), we can obtain the conservation laws:
We define the cell averageφ i (t) = |I i | −1
φ(x,t)dx to be the numerical approximation to the viscosity solution of (1.1) over the target cell I i and the cell average of u asū i (t) =
u(x,t)dx. Integrate (1.1) and (2.1) over I i , respectively, we obtain the equivalent formulations of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations:
The integrals in (2.2) can be discretized by the following schemes:
whereĤ i (see in [5] ) is defined by:
where we use the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formula to calculate
to be the jump of φ(x,t) at the cell interfaces x i±1/2 and H 1 = ∂H/∂u. And the simple Lax-Friedrichs flux is defined by: 
Then we use third order version TVD Runge-Kutta time discrete method [23] :
to obtain fully discrete scheme both in space and time. And we would like to omit variable t in the following if not cause confusion.
The crucial procedures of the new HWENO scheme are proposed here, which use the cell values {φ i } and the cell averages {ū i } to obtain the point values {φ ∓ i±1/2 } and {u G ℓ }. These reconstructions should be both high order accurate in smooth regions and essentially non-oscillatory adjacent to the discontinuities. We come up with the procedures of the reconstructions on the same set of small stencils in the following.
n=0 S n , we construct Hermite cubic reconstruction polynomials p n (x), n = 0,1,2 and a fifth-degree reconstruction polynomial q(x) such that:
We only need the values of these polynomials at the points x i±1/2 , which have the following polynomial expressions:
2. We compute the combination coefficients, the linear weights, denoted by γ n (x i±1/2 ), n = 0,1,2, satisfying:
for all possible cell average valuesφ and cell averagesū in the bigger stencil T . These lead to:
3. For the smaller stencils S n , n = 0,1,2, we compute the smoothness indicators, denoted by β n , which measure how smooth the functions p n (x) are in the target cell I i . The smaller these smoothness indicators, the smoother the functions are in the target cell I i . We use the similar recipe for the smoothness indicators as in [8] :
The formulas are explicitly expressed as:
4. Then we compute the nonlinear weights based on the linear weights and smoothness indicators [22] :
where γ n (x i±1/2 ) are the linear weights determined in the above step, and ε is a small positive number to avoid division by 0. In this paper, we use ε=10 −6 in all computations. The final approximations are given by:
Reconstruction of {u G ℓ } by HWENO from {φ i } and {ū i }
Given the same stencils
} and the bigger stencil ℵ = ∪ 2 n=0 S n , we construct the same Hermite cubic reconstruction polynomials p n (x), n = 0,1,2 and the same fifth-degree reconstruction polynomial q(x) satisfying (2.8a), (2.8b), (2.8c) and (2.9). In this paper, we only need the values of the derivative of these polynomials at different four Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points x G ℓ such as 
2. We compute the linear weights by requiring:
for all possible cell average valuesφ and cell averagesū in the bigger stencil ℵ. These lead to:
3. We compute the smoothness indicators [20, 25] : 20) obtaining:
4. We compute the nonlinear weights by (2.15). The final HWENO reconstructions to u G ℓ are then given by:
The framework for two dimensional case
We take the control equations (1.1) in two dimensions. For simplicity, we also assume Ω has been divided as an uniform mesh with cells
to be the cell center, the area of I ij , the length of J i and the length of K j , respectively. Let u(x,y,t) = φ x (x,y,t) and v(x,y,t) = φ y (x,y,t). Taking the x, y derivatives of (1.1), we can obtain the conservation laws:
and 
The latter two integrals in (2.25) can be discretized by a four-point Gauss-Lobatto integration formula on every edge and we approximate (2.25) by the following schemes: 26) where σ l are the quadrature coefficients andĤ ij is a global numerical Hamiltonian [5] and defined as: 27) where I ij H (u(x,y,t),v(x,y,t) )dxdy is calculated numerically by using a two dimensional Gauss-Lobatto quadrature formula, u(x,y,t) = (u + (x,y,t)+u ,y j±1/2 ,t) ) are replaced by the numerical fluxes such as the LaxFriedrichs fluxes:
We rewrite the ODEs (2.26) as the form of (2.6). Then we use third order version TVD Runge-Kutta time discrete method (2.7) to obtain fully discrete scheme both in space and time.
Also, we use the cell values {φ ij }, {ū ij } and {v ij } to reconstruct the point values of {φ(x ∓ i±1/2 ,y G ℓ ,t)}, {φ(x G ℓ ,y ∓ j±1/2 ,t)}, {u(x G ℓ ,y G ℓℓ ,t)} and {v(x G ℓ ,y G ℓℓ ,t)}, respectively. These reconstructions should be both high order accurate in smooth regions and essentially non-oscillatory adjacent to the discontinuities. We would like to omit variable t in the following if not cause confusion.
Reconstruction of {φ
} by HWENO from {φ ij }, {ū ij } and {v ij } 1. We construct Hermite cubic reconstruction polynomials p n (x,y), n=1,··· ,12, such that:
2. We compute the cubic polynomials to obtain a fifth-order approximation of φ(x,y) at the interfacial Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points (x
, respectively. If we choose the combination coefficients, the linear weights, denoted by γ n (x i±1/2 ,y G ℓ ) and γ n (x G ℓ ,y j±1/2 ), n = 1,··· ,12, satisfying:
and
are valid for any polynomial φ of degree at most five, then we can obtain a fifth-order approximation of φ at different points for all sufficiently smooth functions. Notice that (2.31) and (2.32) hold for any polynomial φ of degree at most three if 2,3,4 , respectively. This is because each individual p n (x,y) reconstructs cubic polynomials exactly. There are eleven other constraints on the linear weights from requiring (2.31) and (2.32) to hold for φ = (
Fortunately, these twelve parameters can be determined by the twelve constraints mentioned above.
3. We compute the smoothness indicators, denoted by β n , which measure how smooth the functions p n (x) are in the target cell I ij . The smaller these smoothness indicators, the smoother the functions are in the target cell I ij . We use the similar recipe for the smoothness indicators as in [8] :
(2.33)
4. Then we compute the nonlinear weights (2.15) based on the linear weights and smoothness indicators [22] . The final approximations are given by:
Reconstruction of {u G ℓ ,G ℓℓ } and {v G ℓ ,G ℓℓ } by HWENO from {φ ij }, {ū ij } and {v ij } 1. Given the same polynomials p n (x,y), n = 1,··· ,12. In this paper, we only need the values of the derivative of these polynomials at different sixteen Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points (x G ℓ ,y G ℓℓ ), ℓ=1,2,3,4, ℓℓ=1,2,3,4, which are the tensor product of one dimensional Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points.
are valid for any polynomial φ of degree at most five, then we can obtain fifth-order approximations of u(x,y) and v(x,y) at different points for all sufficiently smooth functions. Notice that (2.36) and (2.37) hold for any polynomial φ of degree at most three if
respectively. This is because each individual p n (x,y) reconstructs cubic polynomials exactly. There are eleven other constraints on the linear weights from requiring (2.36) and (2.37) to hold for φ = (
3. We compute the smoothness indicators, denoted by β x n and β y n , which measure how smooth the functions ∂p n (x)/∂x and ∂p n (x)/∂y are in the target cell I ij . The smaller these smoothness indicators, the smoother the functions are in the target cell I ij . We use the similar recipe for the smoothness indicators as in [20, 25] :
where η = (η 1 ,η 2 ) and |η| = η 1 +η 2 .
Numerical tests
In this section, we set CFL number to be 0.6 and present the results of numerical tests of the new HWENO schemes specified in the previous section both in one and two dimensions on structured meshes.
Example 3.1. We solve the following nonlinear scalar one dimensional Burgers' equation:
with the initial condition φ(x,0) = −cos(πx) and periodic boundary condition. When t = 0.5/π 2 the solution is still smooth. The errors and numerical orders of accuracy are shown in Table 1 . We can see the scheme achieves its designed order of accuracy in one dimension.
Example 3.2.
We solve the following nonlinear scalar one dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
with the initial condition φ(x,0) = −cos(πx) and periodic boundary condition. We compute the result up to t = 0.5/π 2 . The errors and numerical orders of accuracy are shown in Table 2 . Again, we can see the scheme achieves its designed order of accuracy in one dimension on structured meshes.
Example 3.3.
We solve the following nonlinear scalar two dimensional Burgers' equation:
with the initial condition φ(x,y,0)=−cos(π(x+y)/2) and periodic boundary conditions. We compute the result to t=0.5/π 2 and the solution is still smooth at that time. The errors and numerical orders of accuracy by the HWENO scheme are shown in Table 3 .
Example 3.4. We solve the following nonlinear scalar two dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
with the initial condition φ(x,y,0)=−cos(π(x+y)/2) and periodic boundary conditions. We also compute the result until t = 0.5/π 2 . The errors and numerical orders of accuracy by the HWENO scheme are shown in Table 4 . tions, where:
We plot the results with 100 cells at t=2 and t=8 in Fig. 1 . We can observe that the results by the HWENO scheme have good resolution for the corner singularity.
Example 3.6. We solve the one dimensional nonlinear Burgers' equation:
with the initial condition φ(x,0) = −cos(πx) and the periodic boundary conditions. We plot the results at t=3.5/π 2 when discontinuous derivative appears. The solutions of the HWENO scheme are given in Fig. 2 . We can see the scheme gives good results for this problem.
Example 3.7. We solve the nonlinear equation with a non-convex flux: 8) with the initial data φ(x,0) = −cos(πx) and the periodic boundary conditions. Then we plot the results at t = 1.5/π 2 in Fig. 3 when the discontinuous derivative appears in the solution. We can see that the HWENO scheme gives good results for this problem. Example 3.8. We solve the one-dimensional Riemann problem with a non-convex flux:
This is a demanding test case, for many schemes have poor resolutions or could even converge to a non-viscosity solution for this case. We plot the results at t = 1 by the scheme with 40, 80, 160, 320 and 640 cells to verify the numerical solutions' convergent property in Fig. 4 . We can see that such scheme gives good results for this problem. now plot the results at t=1.5/π 2 in Fig. 5 when the discontinuous derivative has already appeared in the solution. We observe good resolutions for this example. The solution of the HWENO scheme is plotted at t=1 in Fig. 6 . We can also observe good resolutions for this numerical simulation.
Example 3.11.
A problem from optimal control:
with periodic conditions, see [15] . The solution of the HWENO scheme is plotted at t = 1 and the optimal control ω =sign(φ y ) is shown in Fig. 7 . Example 3.12. A two dimensional Eikonal equation with a non-convex Hamiltonian, which arises in geometric optics [9] , is given by:
φ(x,y,0) = 1 4 (cos(2πx)−1)(cos(2πy)−1)−1.
(3.12)
The solutions of the HWENO scheme are plotted at t = 0.6 in Fig. 8 . Good resolutions are observed with the proposed scheme. (cos(2πx)−1)(cos(2πy)−1), (3.13) where K is the mean curvature defined by: and ε is a small constant. A periodic boundary conditions are used. The approximation of K is constructed by the methods similar to the first derivative terms and three different second order derivatives of associated Hermite reconstruction polynomials are needed.
The results of ε = 0 (pure convection) and ε = 0.1 by the HWENO scheme are presented in Fig. 9 . The surfaces at t = 0 for ε = 0 and for ε = 0.1, and at t = 0.1 for ε = 0.1, are shifted downward in order to show the detail of the solution at later time.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have constructed a new class of finite volume HWENO schemes for solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equations in one and two dimensions. The main advantages of such methodologies are their compactness in spacial field, only one set of small stencils is needed on constructing different types of polynomials and are purely on the finite volume framework (not like the finite difference framework specified in [7, 16] or the nodal and cell average mixed model specified in [17, 20] ). The constructions of such new HWENO schemes are based on Hermite WENO interpolation in spatial field and then Runge-Kutta discretization is used for the ODEs. In the new HWENO schemes, both the cell averaged solution and its first one (in 1D) or two (in 2D) cell averaged derivatives are evolved via time marching and used in the reconstructions and are more compact than the original HWENO schemes [17, 20] . These schemes have high order accuracy for the smooth regions, can obtain high resolutions for the singularities of the derivatives and can converge to the physical viscosity solutions compactly and robustly. Extensive numerical experiments are performed to illustrate the capability of these HWENO schemes.
